
CHIAR0SCURO
(THE TREATMENT OF LIGHT AND SHADE IN A DRAWING

OR PAINTING)
 

Research about artists that use
chiaroscuro.
Practise using various media e.g. chalk
to create light and shade.
Sketches of your chosen subject e.g.
flowers.
A largescale drawing or painting that is
influenced by the artist of your choice.

ART DESIGN BRIEF

Create a largescale piece of art work in the
style of a chosen artist that uses
chiaroscuro.
Your project should include the following:

 
You will need:
Paper or a sketch book
Different media e.g. drawing pencils.
charcoal, chalk, pastils etc.
A large surface or canvas to create your
final piece - this could be a pavement or
wall (get permission first) or could be a
large piece of paper or canvass.
 
Possible Artists
Rembrandt
Caravaggio
Vermeer
Goya
Da Vinci
 
 
 

ART AND DESIGN PROCESS

 
1. Read through the design brief.  Think
about what you will need to know in order
to carry out the project.  What resources will
you need?  Put your design brief into your
sktech book to refer back to throughout
your project.  On the same page, you can
add notes about how you will carry out your
project.
 
2.  Create a light and shade chart using
different media.  To do this, draw 5x1cm
long boxes and go from light to dark across
the length of the box.  See how much you
can contrast the light and the shade.  You
could experiment using darker tones of the
colour to create more shade.  Practise
shading 3D shapes to represent light and
shade.
 
3. Research various artists that use
chiaroscuro and collect images.  Glue the
images into your sketch book - be as
creative with this as you like.  You can now
annotate the images and have a go at
drawing/painting in a similar way.  How do
they create light and shade?  What media
do they use?  Does their work follow a
theme?
 
4.  Decide on an artist that you like to work
in the style of.  Develop some ideas of what
you may want your final peice to look like. 
 You could use photography to capture
light and shade of your chosen subject and
then sketch it.  You may want to draw from
imagination.
 
5.  Once you have decided what your final
piece will look like, try to draw/paint in
different media to see which you prefer. 
 You may want to use the same media as
your chosen artist however you may prefer
to choose your own.
 
6.  It is now time to do your final piece. 
 Remember - artists often re-visit their work
after they are "done".  Do not be afraid to
change and tweak as you like and don't be
afraid to spend a lot of time on it.
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